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TO THE ENGLISH READER.

The author of the simple Provencal poem, of which

this is a metrical translation, was Joseph Francois

Baptisan Denis Jnlien, the father of the undersigned.

It was written in America in 1860 as an expression

of his affection for his native village, which he had

left many years before.

I desire to acknowledge my indebtedness to Prof.

H. A. Bellows for his generosity in making this able

translation and attractive rendering. The map of

Lourmarin and its environs and the two half-tone

pictures are reproductions from pencil sketches made

by my father from memory after more than forty

years' absence from France.

Matthew C. Julien,

June, 1911. New Bedford, Mass.





PREFACE.

The following translation aims to reproduce the original

poem with as much accuracy as is possible in a metrical

rendering; but whenever it has been necessary to sacrifice

either accuracy or what has been felt to be the real spirit

of the original, considerable freedom has been used. Three

main obstacles have interfered with the success of the trans-

lation; the translator's unfamiliarity with the country so

minutely described; the author's somewhat irregular dia-

lect, which has made it necessary to guess at the meanings

of some words not listed in any dictionary of Provencal;

and finally, the wide difference in phonetic qualities between

the Provencal and the English languages. Thus a metre

which, in English, is almost sure to prove monotonous,

has in Provencal considerable life and swiftness. But it

is hoped that the following translation, Avhile giving on

the whole faithful rendering of the substance of the

'' Julienno," may also give some idea of the spirited descrip-

tions which constitute the best parts of the original poem.

H. A. B.

University of Minnesota, Oct., 1910.





JULIENNO PROVENCALO.

IT IS NOT MY FAULT!

The Scholar of our land, to win the poet 's place,

In the United States plunged into boundless space

;

Braving alike the heat and winter's icy clime,

He found a thousand subjects suited to his rhyme.

Eager the monuments of nature's work to find.

He left the well-tilled fields and trodden ways behind,

He sought of noble lakes the picture to unfold,

Of streams and torrents all the beauties wild he told.

The falls of Trenton then the poet did inspire,

Niagara's thunder found an echo in his lyre.

Seeking the mammoth's bones, his monstrous form to trace

He sought within the mire of many a marshy place.

His wandering muse directing then beneath the ground.

He trod the winding ways within the Cave profound.



He told of the ravine that holds the lofty pine,

On whose steep sides the root and tree-top intertwine.

To win him laurels which with time should grow more fair

Through savage laurel-groves he wandered here and there

;

The Buffalo and Bison pictured in his words,

And saw to the horizon stretch their mighty herds.

He traversed boundless prairies, crossed the desert lands,

And stood in reverie by undiscovered strands.

More brave than wise, the Indian's fury did he dare.

And in their homes assailed the leopard and the bear.

Within the sombre forests he had one comrade tried.

His compass, pointing North, to be his faithful guide.

Beneath the gusty blasts that made the tree-tops bend,

He strove the steep, volcanic mountains to ascend.

Then, clinging to the rocks, the summit did he scale,

The lofty crest which stood unshaken by the gale

!

There did the traveller, the versifier stand

And contemplate the works of the Creator 's hand

!

And then returning, at the fireside sheltered well.

His journeys in the gods' own language did he tell.

His story charmed; for as he told of wonders there,

With imagery and fiction each was made more fair.



In every line the flame of genius can be found,

The poem is a song of sweet, harmonious sound

;

And to reward the priest of art in worthy guise,

Apollo's friend is honored in Valloun the wise.

IT IS MY FAULT!

Much virtue to mankind by wisdom can be brought;

And as my intellect was not at college taught,

I often from the paths of wisdom used to stray,

And thus made small advance on golden Fortune's way.

To country girls I would not always pay my court,

And nice excuses helped to make my labor short.

For teacher did I take the counsels of my heart,

And from the love of country did my feelings start.

Far in the south of France, the land that poets praise,

Is Lourmarin, the cradle of my childhood days.

Some fifteen hundred in the little town did dwell.

Craftsmen and farmers, some were men of trade as well;

This, then, is all my subject—sorrow, rather say,

For these are gentle thoughts I cannot drive away.



The day is torment now, and night a bitter dream,

For night and day alike no less my yearnings seem.

Whene'er my longing dreams to utter sadness turn,

I plan how I may win the goal for which I yearn

:

To visit Lourmarin is all I hold most dear

;

But when I see the waves I feel a sudden fear.

I know that lovesickness by lapse of time is cured,

But homesickness grows vvorse the more it is endured,

And that it may not bring one 's life itself to earth.

The surest doctor is the country of one's birth.

Thus arguments of weight advance on every hand

To lead me back once more into my native land.

A hundred times to cross my plans have all been made.

And every time some cause my hopes in dust has laid

;

But none the less, if God shall still preserve my life,

I yet shall brave the sea, nor fear its deadly knife.

By heaven, if I reach the country of my youth.

My dream indeed will then at last become the truth.

Hardly would a Parisian think that it could be

That Paris fair is not the place I long to see

;

Vienna, Paris, Rome, London, Madrid, Turin,

All seem worth while to me far less than Lourmarin.
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Meanwhile, as one who thinks of pleasure that awaits,

I '11 make in thought the voyage from these United States,

And under the pretext of making pretty verse,

1 11 cheer my thoughts, which now are growing worse and worse.

THE VOYAGE.

In winter the East wind, Eolus' dreadful child,

Drives Thetis to arise and smites her surges wild;

The waves leap up, and in a tumult roaring loud,

They whirl into the air to meet the stormy cloud;

Then fall upon the ship so brave as to set sail.

While masts and rigging bend and snap beneath the gale,

The waves, from underneath, the vessel's sides attack,

And make the ship to groan, her ribs to rend and crack.

Like Jonah in the whale, condemned to live inside,

The passenger on board is stifled, terrified.

The roll and pitch disturb his thoughts with sudden fright.

And often on the deck he shivers through the night.

Thus I have picked a time when the Atlantic seas

Feel the pacific breath of Zephyr's gentle breeze;
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At such a season all the nights like day-time seem,

And for the sake of speed I choose to go by steam.

So have I left New York, and swift the vessel flies

To reach the distant regions where the sun doth rise;

Not many years ago this meant two months at sea,

But now within twelve days in England shall I be.

I see the banks of Thames, all dark with smoke and dirt,

But only stay there long enough to change my shirt

;

And in a few hours more, as happy as can be.

With deep emotion now my native land I see.

Some tears in truth I shed, but these so sweet I find,

That all the racking voyage at sea is lost to mind.

At Paris all its sights so beautiful and gay

Can tempt me not, for all my thoughts are far away;

And South from Lyons stillthe orders of my Muse

Bid me descend the Rhone until I reach Vaucluse.

Now steam, my faithful guide and comrade, disappears,

For life has here gone back at least some fifty years.

—

My slender memories recalled a rustic scene,

And painted in my mind a landscape fair and green.

My thoughts were like a child of twelve years old who ran

Through fog and mist to guide a wandering old man.

—
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Then joyfully at last I entered fair Provence,

Crossed Avignon, and then ascended the Durance,

By Pertuis, Lauris, Cadenet, Cucuron,

I found my village near the foot of Luberon.

Before I venture more, for critics let me state

My aim as I describe is to be accurate,

And if I err, why then I shall describe less well,

Content if memory will serve the truth to tell.

OUTSIDE THE VILLAGE.

Ere Lourmarin appears in glory to my gaze

Let me recall once more the thoughts of early days.

For after fifty years it all comes back to me.

Only confused and vague ; my thoughts are all at sea.

But why reflect? No new ideas are here to gain;

At such a time indeed the heart should lead the brain.

My time is precious; let me then no longer rest.

But staff in hand set out to use each moment best.

Leaving the highway then, and leaping o'er the brook,

Across the open fields in haste my way I took.
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I strode by thorn and grove, by thicket and by hedge,

And north of " rAccourrier " I passed along its edge,

—

And following the path that up the hillside wound,

I climbed the castle wall, a lofty turret found,

And there, all tremulous at happiness so new,

I saw the panorama spread before my view.

From this point all is clear; no mysteries there are;

I face towards Lourmarin, with Balleris afar

—

For so we call the fields where grow the almond-trees

—

And in the midst the grain-fields waving in the breeze,

With over them the elms like soldiers standing there,

But in the hollows vines appearing everywhere;

And westward, on my right, a stretch of level ground,

A hamlet in the midst, with fruit-trees all around.

Across from north to south there runs a pleasant stream,

Between the vineyards wide and fields its waters gleam.

Up from the park and where the dusty roadway lies

The jasmine's perfume sweet and scent of iris rise;

The valley seems to smell of lilac and of rose;

And ever fairer still the view each moment grows.

Hither and yon the fish are darting in the pond!

I hear the singing birds within the woods beyond;
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And sweeter than the rest that soar with balanced wings,

The nightingale above the distant hill-tops sings

;

And while the forest trees grow green on vale and hill,

The dweller in the woods will lead her concert still.

Then Eastward on my left I see a picture fair,

The broad and open fields are spreading here and there

;

But here no vineyards rise, for all the sandy soil

On this side gives small payment for the farmer's toil.

A limpid stream, that yet flows swiftly from its source.

Glides down the valley slope, and midway in its course

It turns the clacking wheel beside a tiny mill;

And then through Lourmarin, its murmur never still,

It flows, and passes on beside the Mayor's home,

Across the fertile fields in happiness to roam.

Flow on, dqar stream! for I remember, long ago

How well your silver waves in sport I used to know!

Now going down, no more the barren lands I see;

But there's the orchard where the fig-trees used to be,

And grape-vines too—Good Lord ! just speaking of them could

Make my mouth water now, they used to taste so good.

Well I remember how I climbed a tree one day,

"With knife and basket armed, to take the figs away.
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I plucked the ripened fruit, but when I reached the ground,

I'd eaten every bit except the stems, I found.

But now I turn and see the clock, whose pointing hands

Against this long delay are giving stern commands.

Towards Lourmarin at once now let me turn my face

;

The region to the North can wait a little space.

LOURMARIN.

About a rock, or little hill, the village lies.

And over all I see the ancient clock-tower rise;

Long, long ago they built this tower on the crest.

Like a drum-major's plume it stands above the rest.

Now drawing near, I see at each end of the town

A gateway, but the doors have long since fallen down

;

Some ruins of old walls attract my searching gaze,

The ramparts of the town they were in former days.

The village gardens form a girdle round about.

And like a carpet lie the soft green fields without.

Where man has used his toil to make the fertile earth

Bring forth a harvest now of twice its former worth.
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The little village church stands out as white as snow

—

Remember that I speak of fifty years ago

—

And unpretentious on the lowland standing there,

Invites the protestant to pious thought and prayer.

As I have said, I left the tower on the hill,

And coming down, beside the ruins of a mill

I found a little path that led across the plain,

And as so oft of old, I follow it again.

Once in the streets the stones resound beneath my feet,

And as in search of game a dog runs swift and fleet.

So do I rush. Great Scott! I stumble in the mire!

But on I go again, my very soul on fire

To scour the town ; when beasts of burden block my road.

If I employ my stick in place of whip or goad,

The blame should all be laid upon the natives here.

For if they'd had the sense to keep the roadway clear, [spared.

And build good sidewalks, then the beasts would have been

As I have said before, in zigzags round I fared,

I plunged in alleys blind ; and then, to breathe fresh air,

I hastened towards the church, and reached the open square

Before it, where I saw the simple buildings near.

For luxury is still a thing undreamed of here.
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And progress has not cast the shadow of its wings

Over this land of old, time-honored, simple things

;

And still in Lourmarin the fields are taught to bear

Far more the flowers wild than harvests growing there.

The farmers here have not by science been made wise,

Their irrigation comes directly from the skies.

Their hovels, unrepaired, have seen for many a day

Succeeding generations come and pass away,

—

The hovels, be it said, are in the fields without

;

I would not so insult the houses round about

The village streets themselves—but though it looks so poor,

This land is good and bears rich fruit, you may be sure.

Perhaps, indeed, I might go on to tell aright

The list of all the things appearing to my sight,

For everything that of this region is a part.

Homely or fair, is sweet as honey to my heart;

But if I spoke of all, in style prolix and crude.

My julienne would be a most unwholesome food

;

And then, I fear, my work—with sorrow be it said

—

Would pass into oblivion, totally unread.
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THE BOURGADO.

Down from the church along the eastern slope I found

My way, which down the hill circuitously wound.

The square below, if not the noblest in the land,

Has still an air which might be truthfully called grand.

A single tree, the only green thing standing there

Stretched out its mighty arms above the public square.

Across the place I passed beneath the giant tree,

And on the aqueduct I stood, whence I could see

Across the valley which is here
'

' Bourgado '

' called.

The houses here are all with masonry well walled.

All seems well-built, compact, symmetrically planned.

And here is industry and toil on every hand.

Here shouts and music drown the clattering machine.

Accompanied by sound of flute and tambourine,

I see the dancers of the farandole set out.

Around, around, they twist and whirl in merry rout.

I hear the public crier's drum, and see where he

Is publishing a sale of produce of the sea;

'^ Mullets!" he calls, *' sardines! and lots of whitings fine!

All in the best of shape, and smelling of the brine
! '

'
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I hear the hammers sound, the saws, the scraping planes,

Clatter of wooden shoes, and creak of heavy wains,

The whitener of forks shouts till his wind-pipe cracks

;

I hear the cobbler busy pounding in his tacks,

—

The chimney-sweeps, who look like demons, are the worst,

Screaming for work until their lungs are fit to burst.

Here apes perform and bears dance clumsily around

To the shrill fiddle or the organ's squeaking sound.

There by the brook a throng of washerwomen stand.

And even here I catch the chatter of the band.

Now on the road a teamster sets out on his way,

I hear the cracking whip about his horses play.

Despite the bells upon a mule-team passing by,

I hear full thirty voices "Stingy Grandpa!" cry.

—A godfather should never fail to scatter coins.

Else every child with wolflike zeal the concourse joins.

And pesters the poor man with insults, cries and blows.

Until in self-defense his purse away he throws.
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MORE OF THE BOURGADO.

I left the aqueduct and joined the moving throng,

That through my chosen quarter swiftly passed along.

In vain I sought to follow the children at their play,

—

My legs are not so strong as in a former day.

Observing the canal, with many a bright cascade,

I saw a troup of gentle naiads there arrayed;

The laughing girls were gaily washing fruits and greens,

Chattering of love the while amid these sylvan scenes.

Fair girls, fear not that I shall tell what I heard there,

For other people's secrets are not my affair.

So on my way I go. A smell of civet guides

Me towards the spot wherein a little wine-shop hides.

A soldier stuffing bread and sausage down I find.

Two more are fencing hard out in the yard behind.

Piquet and vingt-et-un inside are being played,

While all the gamesters' bets in country wine are made.

But it is quite beyond my strength to linger long.

The reek of native-grown tobacco is so strong.

Two Manichees, in summer and winter-time as well.

Are making all the place sound like a part of hell.
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Continuing my way, I watch the workers spoil

The silk-worm's treasure, fruit of long and painful toil.

For months they treat him well, as if he was their friend,

Till all at once his toil finds an untimely end.

Before the soft cocoon can dance upon the breeze,

The furnace strangles it, and ends its life of ease;

And yet I think the workers act with good intent.

Let the worm live, and then his life 's not worth a cent.

"While gazing at the threads and at the reel's quick whirl,

I noted too the motions of the working-girl

;

I saw how gracefully she moved the pretty hand

That kept the whole machine beneath its firm command.

Dark-haired, dark-eyed she stood, and working, bright and gay.

Her song told that her thoughts were always far away.

Amid the mingled noises from the moving throng,

I caught these little stanzas from her happy song.

THE SPINNER'S SONG.

I.

This is the time

That brings us true love's fairest joys;

This is the time

When, of an evening, girls and boys
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Caress, for love is dear,

When lovers true draw near,

In summer time.

II.

But when snow comes.

The lovers all go far away;

For when snow comes,

True love will then no longer stay.

We watch the snow-flakes fly,

And then we say good-bye.

Till summer comes.

Hard by the gate of Apt, across the busy square,

A pile of branches serves as village rampart there

;

The farmers thus get wood that costs them not at all.

And warm themselves with fuel from this rustic wall.

Leaving the gate, I went along the village street.

And found the '' Maltese Cross"—a welcoming retreat.

Old Fido was the only toiler to be seen,

The knowing dog, who's learned to manage a machine;

For like a squirrel in a cage he runs around.

And turns the spit until the roast is nicely browned.
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THE RAVINE.

I leave this spot, my favorite, with deep regret,

But I must go, for there is much to visit yet.

I take a carter's road that leads me north to where

A rustic region lies, with hills and valleys fair.

From Lourmarin the valley northwards is not wide,

In fifteen minutes ' walk one gains the mountain side.

But I, as I am walking only with my brain,

Bound like a goat, and travel like a railroad train,

Till in a headlong flight, just like a bomb I fall

Across the valley on the mountain summit tall.
.

The mountain really towards the east is at its best.

And this is but its tail outstretching towards the west.

My eye its rounded form and rolling body seeks,

I see no trace of crests or lofty rising peaks,

And on the summit nought of mighty woods I find.

For all is beaten down beneath the southern wind.

Before the desert-like expanse that marks its head

For one brief moment all my thoughts seem to have fled.

But then I come to life, my thoughts flow on once more,

And all the valley wakes visions of days of yore.
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As this bare summit is no sort of promised land,

I hasten down the slope, steep cliffs on either hand.

From here the winding chasm of the valley starts,

And cuts the mountain's bulk into two equal parts.

Above its gloomy depths the mountain summits lean,

And ridges jutting out obstruct the dark ravine.

Between them runs the noisy torrent on its way,

Its bed a mass of rocks o'er which the waters play.

Beside the stream a road winds down, the hills between,

And thus improves a bit the wild and savage scene.

Above, the rocks project in crags and ridges tall.

And, overhanging, threaten constantly to fall;

The peaks, colossal granite figures all arow,

Look like fantastic giants viewed thus from below.

Or else a line of soldiers posted there on high

To watch over the vale and crush the passer-by.

In such a place the farmer never tries to make

Much use of hoe or plow, of trowel, or of rake

;

He only hopes to gather in some sticks of wood.

And if he saves his neck he thinks his luck is good.

The valley towards its end is widened out, and lies

Like some gigantic crater open to the skies.
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The hills surround, save where at either end we find

A channel which in course of years the stream has mined.

With one more turn the valley sinks into the plain,

The rocks which bound it rise in lofty mass again,

And then the giant form comes to a sudden end,

"Where in a precipice its rocky sides descend.

THE NORTHERN QUARTER.

Now on the bridge once more my vantage point I found.

And, full of recollections, viewed the scene around.

I see the sun shine down on many a fertile spot,

And all the valley's rugged aspect is forgot.

As I now stand, the mass of Luberon I face.

The fields slope gently down towards me from its base.

Pines stand beneath, and farther up the brambles grow,

Half hidden by the olive-trees in fields below.

Afar a hillock, with the cedars on its crest,

Hides Lourmarin and therefore makes me feel depressed.

The houses round about, where worthy farmers dwell,

Form hamlets, each with olive-trees provided well.
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Off in a distant vale a flour mill is seen,

Eising upon the border of a great ravine.

The river, at my feet so gentle and so mild,

In the ravine beneath the mill is foaming wild

;

Then out it comes, and in a bowl-like hollow flows.

Whence through the level ground its normal course it goes.

Then to the west of Lourmarin, and southward still.

It runs, through lands unlike the wild scene near the mill.

From this point on, indeed, it scarcely seems the same,

A stream before, it now deserves a river 's name.

Along its banks a wall built up of rough-hewn blocks

Supports the roadway cut above it in the rocks.

A bourgeois' dwelling in the middle now I find,

And with the sight my venial errors come to mind

;

Once more I am the little child who stands and gapes

With longing for the figs, the apricots, the grapes;

In company with all the urchins of the town,

I used to turn those fields and orchards upside down.

Till through our thieving ways at last it came to pass

The poor man only raised horse-chestnut burrs and grass.

*'The mother of a child," the moralist would say,

*' Should watch over his acts, observe him day by day.''
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Maternal counsels! how I longed for them in vain!

My mother's death took what I never could regain.

PIERROURET.

To feel the southern gale, and know what might it wields,

One ought to climb the hill that rises from the fields

;

But as it seemed no easy task to scale the ridge,

I gained my object while remaining near the bridge.

'

' Pierrouret " they call a certain dreary place

That stands amid the rocks upon the hillside's face.

Above it is a Spanish elm that towers high.

And proudly dominates the other trees near by.

Three olive-trees, that raise their crests into the air

Form the sole orchard of the crumbling dwelling there.

An ill-fed ass with nose outstretched was seeking round

The aged walls, to see where thistles might be found.

The broken, trailing vines, of fruit and leaves bereft.

As mockeries of vegetation still are left

;

Only a few small weeds and stunted shrubs, between

Scrub-oaks and medlar trees, at intervals are seen.
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Even the noble pine is withered by the blast,

And, like an orphan, all its life in grief is passed.

On every side are rocks and ledges gray and bare.

Though in the hollows still some spots of earth are there.

The crow and magpie, hunters in the feathered race,

Would hardly find a lizard's bones in such a place.

The fox, by dearth of chickens rendered very ill,

Curses with all his heart the owner of that hill.

Hither the hateful screech-owl flees the light of day,

And in a hollow cleft he packs himself away

;

The cuckoo here, that ever wanders east and west.

Shameless installs himself within the song-bird's nest.

Yet, Pierrouret is not completely bleak and wild.

For all the air is filled with perfume sweet and mild.

Amid the rocks are plants that spring up at our feet.

And seem to have been placed to make the air more sweet.

The village children come to pluck the broom in May,

To use its fragrant flowers on the festal day.

Here, too, the little birds from morn till evening sing.

And in a throng they flutter round on beating wing

;

The chaffinch and the thrush, the blackbird, finch and pie

Here live in peace, more wise indeed than you or I.
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As soon as Phoebus opens wide his eyes anew,

The gentle turtle-doves begin once more to coo.

The timid rabbit ventures forth from out his hole,

—

Bang ! bang !—what 's that !—bang ! bang ! a hunter,

on my soul!

Rabbits and birds have disappeared, and I can do

Nought better than to leave this gloomy region too.

And follow home the hunter, who with pride is filled

As he displays the one small sparrow he has killed.

PROLOGUE FOR AN ECLOGUE.

As stories tell, long since, when shepherd kings held sway,

There lived on earth great souls we know as stars today.

Brilliant and shining poets, and singers with their lyres,

Whose virtues were untold, who burned with mighty fires.

Each ruled the vales and hills, part man and partly god.

For sign of royal sway bearing the shepherd's rod.

The sylvan Pan drew out the soul from reed-stems there

In notes more sweet and sad than human heart could bear.

Colas e'en died of love, and Lubin, 'mid the trees.

Sighed till the leaves all shook as in a moving breeze.
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Colin, Lucas, Lindor, the while they kept their flocks.

With flowers and ribbons gay adorned their flowing locks.

Their dress was light, their feet with sandals fair were shod,

And men and maids in happy play the meadows trod.

But now, by the Durance, the shepherd on the shore

Resembles these fair creatures of romance no more

;

A hat, of white or gray, bedecks our Joseph's head,

His cloak of coarsest cloth no weather makes him shed;

His bushy hair with string the fellow now will bind,

And like a sausage down his neck it hangs behind.

His legs now gaiters thick and breeches do adorn,

And on his clumsy feet great hob-nail shoes are worn.

With stick and game-bag close at hand our Joseph lies,

And in the fennel sleeps beneath the sunlit skies

;

And while the careless shepherd spends his time asleep.

His faithful, friendly dog is left to guard the sheep.

Thus Joseph is unfit in Eclogues to appear.

He's worthy, but the Prologue is his place, I fear.

But there ! let fiction go, we '11 leave the shepherds all,

From out of Pierrouret my actors I will call.

Three people fill my stage, for I remember well

A story of the past which now I choose to tell.
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The tale will not be long; the death of an old man,

Long years since, marks the point where all these things began.

ECLOGUE OF PIERROURET.

The owner of the hill, a man then getting old,

Lived in the town, his life devoted to his gold.

The man had neither wits nor virtues to his name.

But for his gold he burned with an undying flame

—

'^Burned" is too strong, for on the threshold of the grave

He seemed a dying bear still growling in his cave.

Rich, cruel, greedy even to his final breath,

Remorse yet smote him hard amid the fear of death.

The rascal, as I said, was getting very old.

His wealth was vast, his purse was bursting with his gold.

Just then one of his sons, a miser shrewd and tried.

Thought that his father needed a helper at his side.

He settled down to make the fortune grow still more,

And many were the blows the sick old father bore.

The son controlled his food and ordered each repast.

Stuffed him one day, and then the next one made him fast,
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The old man 's food was bread and olives at the best
;

To save expense he never let him have a guest,

Until by grace of God the longed-for climax came

—

The old man's life went out just like a candle-flame.

Then Master Harpagon, by fraud and by deceit,

When the division of the wealth was all complete,

Proved that the property, down to each stick and stone,

Except this wretched hill, belonged to him alone.

One of the heirs was in America, they say,

One more in Africa, the rest were far away;

But to divide that will they promptly went to law,

And many a bitter suit the village people saw.

This barren hill and empty hovel thus were brought

To be the tourney-ground where legal fights were fought.

The suits were endless; but amid this constant strife

Harpagon, fat and sleek, departed from this life;

And when his corpse was duly settled underground,

Pierrouret was famed in all the regions round.

The lawyer Decrouchu, who seemed to be the heir,

In all his settlements appeared to be most fair,

But, worthy son of Harpagon, his mind was swayed

By love of gold alone, the god to which he prayed.
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He thought that in the hill a buried treasure lay,

His grandsire 's gold, he thought, must there be hid away.

So, driven by the goad of avarice, he went

And daily o 'er the ground in anxious searching bent

;

He scanned each corner, turned the stables inside out,

And, not content, he dug the ground up round about;

At last, as in the dried-up earth the miser pokes.

He finds—the treasure?—no; two humble artichokes.

But yet the greedy wretch, who loved his treasure still,

Kept up the endless suit to keep the worthless hill.

Now leaving Decrouchu, I add for epilogue,

You village people all, consider my eclogue.

Shun carefully the lawyers, judges, sheriffs all.

When courts cry out of gain, be deaf to such a call.

For lawsuits always wreck both parties in the end;

If you concede at first, your fortunes may amend;

At any rate, if now your minds are not too dense,

You'll learn to take as guides justice and common sense.
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REFLECTIONS.

To-day we find throughout the world that Progress reigns,

Its mighty servant, steam, new conquests daily gains

;

Earth, sea, nor sky above can stop its onward tread.

It bursts the hills, makes homes in deserts waste and dead;

Its flag of triumph tosses on the ocean's breast,

It finds no bar on earth from East to farthest West.

The hills are wrecked to make new land in marshy vales,

For level is the ground beneath the iron rails.

The traveler, who goes with fortune as his guide,

In but a few brief hours traverses countries wide.

The mountains, long the homes of tiger, stag and bear.

Now lift as jeweled crowns great domes and cities fair.

No longer does the bridge of boats float on the stream,

For in its place steel ropes and iron arches gleam.

In farthest lands the flag of science is unfurled,

And underneath the sea the cable binds the world.

The farmer finds that half his toil is over now;

To till his fields, he sits in comfort on his plow

;

Without the slightest toil one cuts his forest trees,

Another sows his fields completely at his ease.
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What hands have done is now done better by machine,

It lessens toil, and everywhere its work is seen.

Thus never does the steady march of progress lag,

And still it bears the motto '

' Forward ! " on its flag.

And what of Lourmarin, the place I used to know?

Has it too changed? Alas, I must believe it so;

And then my verses all are wrong from first to last,

My dream-voyage is a journey to a vanished past.

No matter ! for perhaps as yet the mighty call

Has not been heard by that far land; the hill, the wall.

The clock-tower, houses, fields, may be as once they were,

Insensible to all the world's great rush and stir.

^ ^

To you of Lourmarin I dedicate my tale.

But maybe you will find my stew a trifle stale

;

For we are strangers now, my native tongue and I

;

My brain is like a stream the source of which is dry

;

And since the village talk no longer strikes my ear.

Only in dreams the dear-loved language do I hear.

precious sound ! vision of a blessed sleep !

While I draw breath, that sweet remembrance shall I keep

!



Map of Lourmarin and its environs.





So, good policeman critic, do my poem no harm,

My song is innocent, 'twill raise no loud alarm.

For when I was a child,—long years ago, alas!

—

If e'er I broke a rule, you smiled and let it pass.

End.
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